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mining pool is a group of cryptography miners who combine computational
resources over a network. }},{type:question,name: how do miners calculate their
earnings,acceptedanswer:{type:answer,text:the underlying cost of mining is the

energy consumed. thus for a miner, whatever revenue he or she generates from the
mining process has to cover these costs, as well as the original amount invested in
the mining hardware. the earnings also depend on the cryptocurrency being mined.

for instance, last year, an asic mining machine like whatsminer m20s generated
around $8 in btc every day. now this will naturally be a lot more than the profits
produced from mining ethereum, which is mined using high-end gpus. manual

removal of the bitcoin miner virus requires in-depth technical knowledge and is a far
more sophisticated process than simply deleting the infected files. the process

involves engaging with sensitive registry entries where the incorrect approach could
cause irreparable damage and the device can no longer function. bitcoin mining

software is a specialized tool that uses computing power in order to mine
cryptocurrency. in exchange for mining operations, you can receive a monetary
reward in the form of digital currency. bitcoin mining software provides detailed

reports based on your earnings. most of these tools are automated, so it does not
require technical skills. the earnings also depend on the cryptocurrency being
mined. for instance, last year, an asic mining machine like whatsminer m20s

generated around $8 in btc every day. now this will naturally be a lot more than the
profits produced from mining ethereum, which is mined using high-end gpus.
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